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Mocha Walnut
Fence/Deck

Aspen Latte
Fence

Green Teak
Fence

Chai Grey
Fence

Caramel Cedar
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In �e Making!
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Homewood® Blend of Colors
  Homewood® is Homeland® Vinyl’s exclusive blend of 
colors that can redefine a simple backyard into a beautiful 
oasis. Homewood offers a vast pallet of pleasing colors with 
random variegated patterns, inspired by nature and 
engineered by Homeland. This exclusive blend more closely 
emulates the natural look and feel of wood and will 
complement any building exterior. Homewood will keep a 
freshly painted appearance for years, without the exhausting 
upkeep and usual limitations of ordinary wood, 
    Homewood is available in many Homeland Fence, Deck, 
and Rail profiles. Mix and match from our Homewood 
collection to bring a unique style and taste to any backyard 
paradise. 
  The Homewood Blend is richer in color with a natural look!

Don’t forget accessories...
Homeland® and Waymark®  work hand in hand to design 
our products to work as a system, from our precision fit 
designs to our color matching. Homeland and Waymark 
are “the perfect match” !

Fencing: Post Caps, Low Voltage 
Lighting, Solar Lighting, Rotating 
Pickets, Fashion Pickets, Brackets
and more.
Decking: Push Pins and Starborn® 
Pro Plug® System.
Railing: Post Caps, Solar Lighting, Rail 
Brackets, Secondary Hand Rails and 
more.
Homeland and Waymark:
Perfect fit and color matched!

Fence

Deck

& Rail
WaymarkProducts.com
877-652-6118

(Colors may not be 
exactly as shown)

Note: Color options
vary by item.



The Toughest Protection           Under The Sun!

In the Making!
Homeland Vinyl Products is the North 
American Leader in PVC Fence, Deck, and 
Rail. We take great pride in the products 

offered and our wide 
selection of colors, which 
is a better choice than 
wood or composites.
 
Homeland manufactures 
the toughest PVC profiles 
with the most advanced 
UV protection under the 
sun - our ACCU-Shield® 
formulation.
 

ACCU-Shield® is a protective outer layer 
engineered to significantly reduce oxidation 
and the damaging effects of the sun’s 
ultraviolet rays. Even in harsh and changing 
climates, ACCU-Shield® protects the color 

HomelandVinyl.com  800-999-6813

and sheen of our products for a longer 
period.
 
Homeland not only provides the highest 
quality PVC fence, deck, and rail products 
you can buy, but also 
confidently backs our 
products with a limited 
Lifetime Warranty.

Homeland Vinyl has over 
a half-century of 
experience in PVC 
manufacturing, a proven 
quality control program, 
and a strong warranty. 
Homeland stands by our American-Made 
products and strives to provide the best 
performance and protection for your 
investment.
 
Homeland’s solid reputation and dedication 
to quality products is what you should 
demand.

Mocha Walnut Aspen Latte

Green Teak Chai Gray

White Adobe SandTan

(Colors may not be exactly as shown)
Note: Color options vary by item. Colors may not be available in all profiles or markets.

Ash Gray ChestnutDark Gray Light Gray

HOMEWOOD® COLORS


